Analysis of symmetry and three-dimensional reconstruction of thin gp32*I crystals.
Thin, multilayered crystals of gp32*I were analyzed by negative stain electron microscopy and image processing. Images of untilted crystals exhibited different projection symmetries and structural motifs. Systematic analysis of these images categorized the projections into four types. Areas producing the type 1 projection were reconstructed in three-dimensions from four tilt series containing 111 images. The three-dimensional data has excellent p121 plane group symmetry and reveals that the gp32*I molecule contains two large domains linked together by a small domain. Computer simulations utilizing projection data suggested that the type 2 and 3 projections arise from superposition of type 1 projections related by a 21 screw axis along the projection axis. The three-dimensional reconstruction was utilized in a final simulation that explained the occurrence of the fourth type of projection. This work provides a firm foundation for future high-resolution analysis of the crystal by electron cryomicroscopy.